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John XXI 15

Feed my lambs

As to the circumstances under which this injunction was delivered by Jesus to Peter, we need say
nothing now. The influence of the story of the Resurrection on the minds of those who told it and
heard it can be readily understood. To this day it is told on most precious pages of the Christian
record, and arouses the most triumphant assurances of the sufficiency of his belief in the Christian’s
heart. Turning to these pages, he forgets the world and its cares, its coldness and its rejections, its
Gethsemanes and Cavalries, for what are they to him? Here he walks with hid Lord and master who
has conquered death and the tomb, who in fulfilment of his promise has risen on the third day,
whose holy life defied corruption and whose divine mission put to flight the powers of Hades. If
happily he can accept the story as told, he can search all history and he will find no such clear blast
of triumph to energise the soul panting under its burdens or sorrowing by reason of its trials. If he
can rise to the sublime faith, as it seems to us, which enables us to see in this narrative the eternal
existence and potency of every spiritual life, if it but brings him to a contemplation of that
mysterious resurrection of the good in the minds of those who have seen it and heard it and lived
with it, if it but enlivens his understanding so that it grasps this fundamental fact of the universe
“there can never be but one lost good,” this foundation stone of our hopes and our faiths – man is
not his body but his spiritual qualities which make and remake his body. If through this resurrection
story he reaches that sublime faith, he has not only discovered the love of God within himself, he
has discovered it wrapping the earth like a garment; he has not only awakened the chords of praise
in his own breast, but nature’s choirs join with him in his songs.
Possessed of such a faith, he naturally turns his eyes upon the world. Thinking of the glorious
resurrection he had forgotten the ignominious crucifixion; thinking of the triumphant end he had
forgotten the pain and sacrifice by which it was reached; thinking of his own peace and joy, he had
forgotten the strife and the gloominess of others. But, whatever it may be in other respects, there
can be no individualism in religion. When our religious life was at its lowest ebb, and when all our
altars were most impure and our pulpits most hypocritical, we did not altogether forget our religious
responsibilities. We may have misapprehended them, and sent our messengers of Christian peace to
the blacks in the woods when our whites in the slums were crying out for Christian help, but be that
as it may we just escape the charge of remaining content with our own position, with our own peace
in the faith. An increasing keenness in apprehending the Christian spirit has resulted in an increasing
keenness in apprehending Christian duty. The fruits of the spirit are enjoyed only in the
companionship of others. Such a thing as a religious man living a full and satisfied life in the midst of
a community living in spiritual error and darkness is an absolute impossibility. The Christian life is a
life of service. Until its own image is in all men it can never be satisfied. And the impulse which
inspires it in its efforts is not the desire to conform to the will or obey the commands of anyone
however great or holy, but the love of humanity without which it cannot exist.
And so these verses in which the risen Lord instructs Peter, whatever their historical significance may
be very very true spiritually. ”Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me more than these do?” “Yea, Lord,
thou knowest that I love thee dearly.” “Feed my lambs.” We read it like a prophecy. In the tender
care of the charge we seem to detect the froregleams of these terrible persecutions to which the
early church was subject. From them we seem to get a sympathetic touch from that old world, when
our own spiritual troubles envelop us and we feel as though we were resented. Love and sympathy
is their message. There is nothing self-assertive, nothing of the strength of individual power, nothing
but the care of God for the humble and meek and helpless. They breathe an atmosphere of peace,

they suggest a restful life. The simile – Lambs of Christ – indicate that the old dispensation of strife is
ended and that the new dispensation of love has begun, that the age of national exclusiveness has
passed and that time of a common humanity has arrived, that the Lord as a man of war is no longer
to quicken the religious sense of the peoples, but that the Lord, our father in heaven, is henceforth
to guide our upward steps and inspire our own aspiring thoughts. Such is the spiritual import of
these words. They embody the whole spiritual significance of Christ’s life. No dying Jewish patriarch
could have used them, no pagan philosopher stepping across the confines of the shades.
That is one side of their subtle significance and the other is this. That in this life of love and sympathy
and calm and humility, we have a work to perform. Waiting and praying in faith that God is to bare
his mighty arms and indicate his children, that God is to reveal himself and dispel all our shadows is
not the task of the Christian. The power of sustaining is ours. The Lord may have prepared our green
pastures, but we must go down to them. The Lord may have sent the Manna and the hungering for
it, but we must gather it. If, as Browning says: “God has a few of us. He whispers in our ear.” He
whispers that we may publish abroad the secret he has told us. In a small degree we are all Moses.
Some tablet of stone with some fragment of the law has been entrusted to us on the top of some
Mount Sinai or other and the command has been to go down and deliver it unto the people. This
combination of the giver and the receiver, this double function of Christian character to fed and be
fed, is the supreme excellence of the Christian faith. It brings both the active and passive qualities of
man’s nature into play, it is constantly telling him that self-purification is not salvation and that mere
activity of a social kind neither is salvation but that both together – the being now the lamb and now
the shepherd – is true salvation, is the real Christian life.
Such is the spiritual and ethical significance of the thought thus expressed: “Feed my lambs.” What
of its practical significance in relation to the activities of the day?
Today Christ’s command to Peter has special significance. We are men and women of the transition.
We think differently from our fathers and our children will think differently from us. The old order
has actually changed, however some people may talk in its phrases and try to embalm its beliefs and
the new order has not yet come.
The new age stands as yet
Half built against the sky
Open to every threat
Of storms that clamour by
Scaffolding veils the walls
And dim dust floats and falls
As moving to and fro, their tasks the masons ply.
Such was the age which preceded the time of Christ. The minds of the purest men were full of high
desire. In the truest sense they were religious. They lived in that calm atmosphere of moral
excellence which is the breath of God. But their own gods were no longer divine to them. Their
religion was no longer spiritual. Even in the minds of the common people there was a disintegration
of belief. They continued to call their ablest philosophers atheists and to condemn them, to death,
but it was more to appease their conscience troubled by their own lapses than outrage by the
criticisms of the thinkers. The superstructure of Paganism was crumbling, but a sense of the religious
life survived. And so between the failure of Paganism and the success of Christianity we have a
transition time of conflict with the old and groping after the new. A time of expectation rather than
of belief, of hope rather than of certainty. Similar epochs are found in the history of Christianity
itself, the most marked being that of the Protestant Reformation, when, by what was essentially,
and at length became actually, and attack on the church and the papacy the very foundations of

Christian belief were then destroyed and men were invited to build up new systems, revise their
creeds and state in new language their new attitude to God.
The transition through which we are going is of a different kind. It is not the revolt against some
great power or organisation – a revolt which will gather and gather in strength until its opposition
can be no longer withstood and it prevails in the crash and turmoil of revolution, and in the hurry
and bustle of reconstruction. It is a revolt of opinion against opinion. It will go on day by day silently
gathering force. Every book you lift up, every newspaper you read, every conversation you engage in
are, whether they know it or not, enlisted in the cause of the new crusade. Its opponents give it
importance by openly attacking it and give it courage by immediately afterwards capitulating in their
advanced outposts. Very often the firearms which they discharge apparently against the new ideas
are emptied into the air whilst they themselves are in the rank of the rebels. Indeed one loses
exactness ultimately to speak of the new movement as a revolt. It has rather become an infection.
The atmosphere is charged with it, everybody has been smitten by it. The orthodox are orthodox
only as a penance, or because they fear to launch out boldly upon the sea of truth until someone has
fathomed and sounded it and mapped its shoals and rocks and currents. Nothing is more marked in
modern tendencies than existence of this spirit of religious revolt. Men on the watchtower and in
the study saw it coming long ago. Away far down the century it threw up its signals of approach. But
remember its significance is not that Christianity has had its day, that men require no more to think
of their soul, that the Bible has become obsolete like some old eighteenth century treatise on social
philosophy. The meaning of the revolt is that a new expression of the spiritual life so as to bring it
into more direct touch with the times is required. The spiritual life simply requires a new clothing, a
new presentation to the world. So closely was it masked by its old garb and so confounded was that
garb with its covering life in pulpit and pew that the great herald of the revolt was the iconoclast
who dealt with negativisms and finite things. These men, men like Mr Bradlaugh for instance, did a
work on behalf of true religion which even the most generous and sympathetic of us living today are
inclined to underestimate. statement of religious truth and this new conception of religious
revelation in this generation is the invasion of science, and the knocking of reason at gates which it
was supposed the foot of reason would never cross. The result is that those brought up in the old
ways of thought and with old conceptions of religion neither stand aghast at the tendency of
towards change, or being compelled by their reason to throw themselves into the movement, pass
over to the ranks of materialism and negativism. In such a time we are doomed to live – for it often
seems to me that the life of those living in transition times is a kind of doom. Great must be their
reward and sympathetic their judge in the great balancing up of human effort when all is complete
and the Sabbath of rest has dawned. Those who have neither stopped their ears to the voices of
science, nor given up their faiths with their errors and superstitions have a special responsibility
imposed upon them. Men cannot for long rest with negative creeds. The generation born into error,
will maybe rest content contemplating the ruin of its errors and be satisfied that it is no longer
enchained. But no such thing is possible for that which succeeds it. Upon the ruins of the past, it will
raise its affirmations. If God is not revealed in that way, it will say, he is revealed in some way, and
we must find it out; if our relations with God are not as our forefathers imagined them to be, we
have relations nevertheless and we must discover what they are; if the beliefs which satisfied the
inward nature of the past and gave it a living energy and spiritual ideal can no longer be held by us,
we must have beliefs all the same because it is our nature to aspire to a grander purity and to strive
for an ampler fulfilment. If these future faiths are to be more stable than those of the past, if they
are to be something more than the erections of wailing despair seeking rest in an elaborate ritual
wherein the deep sounding chord of the emotions puts to silence the sharper chord of the mind,
now is the time for laying the foundations.

In helping mankind to the truer faith we must not make undue haste. The fetters of the past still
hang upon the most emancipated, its method of thought still influences the freest of minds. The
consolations which we have been accustomed to look for in religion, the settlements of problems
which we have been accustomed to consider as necessary before a living faith could be reached still
play as will – o’ – the – wisps about us.. We have not yet settled down in our beliefs, in our readings
of the mind of God, in our new religious habitations. We are apt to jump at conclusions. We are not
inclined to reconstruct by the magician wand of the desire and the imagination. We would jump
over the land of Sloughs and Despond, we would take inviting short cuts to our wicket gates that
seem to blaze ahead as the entrances to heaven. Alas that the Pilgrim’s Progress has dropped out of
the bookshelves of the emancipated generation. It is of more value to them than it is to the
orthodox. We must go on patiently step by step, steadfastly stage by stage. Our faith is in our
progressive changes; our love for God is in our steadfastly holding to that which is good; our religion
is in opening up our minds to every pure impulse that comes from the thoughts of men, the voice of
nature, or the whisperings of our own souls. The great need of the age is a calm, faithful, careful
pilgrimage in search of truth. That more than creeds; that more than any definite system of belief;
that, more than any formulae of worship, is a demonstration of your trust in God. If reason makes
you give up prayer, give it up. The giving of it up is prayer. If reason makes you reject parts of your
Bible, reject them; the rejection is a sacrifice to God. What God does expect in all such changes is
simply this: that they are made in purity of heart and in spirituality of purpose. Hypocrisy within
himself never consoled a man; fear to go out into that troubled sea of salvation never won heaven
for a sigh. The day of transition will pass. Days of transition have always passed. And they are
valuable to humanity only as the men and women living in them have walked patiently and
heroically. We have a faith which no opposition can shake and no criticism can destroy – a faith in
God and a faith in man. How we are to definitely express it; how it is precisely revealed; what in the
old conception of it is good and true, what bad and false, these are our problems, that is what in the
name and for the sake of humanity we are called upon to solve – or help another generation to
solve. But if the day is troublous, the time is hopeful. Never was it so clear that there awaits our
efforts that “Divine moment”, using the words of Carlyle, “When over the tempest – lost soul, as
once over the wild weltering chaos it is spoken, “Let there be Light.” . . . The mad primeval discord is
hushed; the rudely jumbled conflicting elements bind themselves into separate firmaments: deep
silent rock foundations are built beneath, and the skies vault with its everlasting luminaries above;
instead of a dark wasteful chaos we have a blooming, fertile, heaven – encompassing world.”
We wait in faith, in prayer we wait
Until the happy hour
When God shall ope the morning gate
By his almighty power.

